
WildlifeACT iMfolozi, 9.11.-21.11.2015 
 

Two weeks as a volunteer in one of the oldest zoos in the world, which made a name 
for itself with his contribution to the rescue of black rhinos: Hluhluwe-iMfolozi, 
Zululand, South Africa. We are located on the outermost edge of the park, in a simple 
but comfortable camp. Our most important task is to observe the wild dogs, of which 
there are only around 2000 in Africa and around 400 in South Africa. They live only in 
zoos where they are supervised daily because they are cruel hunters and pose a 
threat to the goats of the Zulu communities living outside the park. Above all, they are 
at risk as soon as they leave the park, which they love to do, because if they run a 
goat owner or hunter in front of the gun, they are dead. In addition, we record the 
sightings of key species, such as the strong poaching affected black rhinoceros, 
elephants, vultures and others. We, six women of all ages, are out and about every 
day in all weathers around the time of dawn and dusk, searching for the dogs and 
lions carrying a transmitter with the telemetry device. 

 

Monday, November 9th 

Everything works like clockwork. For safety's sake, my landlady Thea from Lake St. Lucia 
Lodge, St. Lucia, and I both reminded the driver by phone Thoko, one of Thoko's four wives, 
that her husband, Sipho, is coming to pick him up at two o'clock. The proud Zulu man makes 
it almost on time. I am glad that I brought my laundry to the laundry on Sunday, who had 
bought meat and frozen, because since three o'clock in the morning, a power outage, which 
is still going on, is paralyzing St. Lucia. No shower, no charged phone, but all that bad. 

Andre says good - bye - I really came here as a stranger at Lake St. Lucia Lodge and made 
friends. In addition, I bring along some of the jewelry that Thea has made and now for twice 
the price, so that WildlifeACT earns something to go to the volunteers. So both sides have 
some of it and Thea is extremely happy. 

Sipho eagerly tells of his wives on the trip, whom he absolutely must treat in the same way, 
because otherwise there are quarrels among them, of the six daughters, who later bring 
money through their marriage and the four sons, who are a father's pride. He complains that 
nothing works in the Zulu culture anymore, because everything is about money, not about 
cattle, as in the old days when the fields were still far away. His wives live far apart, one in 
St. Lucia, another in Mtubatuba, to which he daily brings his son to school. 

A little before three o'clock I'm in Phumula Lodge and shortly after three drive the 
WildlifeACT vehicles, bring the people from the other camps, who meanwhile eat and shop, 
and the new ones and we start to load the tons of goods. I squeeze Kelsey into the driver's 
cabin with a pack of eggs, the others sit on the benches in the back of the truck. We are five 
women, two senior students from Wales and two younger students, one from London, the 
other a Swiss from Switzerland at the age of sixty-six. The younger ones are WildlifeACT 
newcomers, the other old hands with a lot of experience.Es ist sehr, sehr trocken hier, der 
Black iMfolozi River führt kein bisschen Wasser, nicht einmal ein Rinnsal ist mehr übrig. 
Viele Bäume sehen wie tot aus, doch im Vergleich zu Zimbabwe scheint es mir immer noch 
grün.  

Since everyone is hungry, I cook pasta with a chakalaka tomato sauce and we eat outside 
after all the goods are put together. Everyone has taken care of wine, so we will not get into 
bottlenecks. It is also nice and warm in the evening, in the rooms - I enjoy my single room - it 



is even hot and stuffy. Great that there is a mosquito net hanging, because around me it 
seems to whir. The door of my room I have left wide open, as well as the curtain, in the 
middle of the night but plagues me the idea that a leopard could come and eat me. 

I wake up well before six o'clock - sleeping is called that. We spend the morning here in the 
camp and start it on the rock over the wide, crossed by the loops of the river plain. A 
beautiful sight! Then we will be informed about the organization WildlifeACT and about our 
activities, take a quick breakfast and finally get on the ride. Kelsey instructs us very well on 
the procedure for telemetry search and logging, and soon we make our first attempts. We 
locate the dogs near the camp, but they do not get to see them. Even the search for a lion - 
Ezemvelo would like to provide a lion with a transmitter tomorrow night - is negative. But the 
ride over the Sontuliloop is beautiful. Even if we do not discover anything spectacular, we still 
see many species of animals and it is just wonderful. Finally we drive to Bhejane-Hide, where 
buffalo and five white rhinos await us in the mud, which are then visited by giraffes, 
warthogs, zebras, impalas and nyalas. We can also watch a proud and alert Plover mother 
with her four chicks. Finally we drive home to Siesta, before the evening cruise starts at four 
o'clock. The braai of tonight is still being prepared, Antoine, the former monitor will honor us 
with a visit. 

    

Wednesday, November 11th 

Already at 3.30 clock it means getting up, I'm already awake. The room is stuffy, hot and 
damp, the mosquitoes hum around the net, which fortunately surrounds me. We drive 
towards Mpila, looking for the dogs and lions. Unfortunately we only find an approximate 
direction of the big cats, but there is a surprise for that. We first find the signal from Alfies 
Pack, then we discover the dogs in the riverbed at the beautiful Goqueni Lodge. To the four 
adult dogs, seven more boys have come. 

A nice picture! We pick up our housekeeper in Mpila, who does a little cleaning, but after that 
works well for a long time during working hours. Notabene takes her shower forever, without 
turning off the water, as we all do. After all, the whole park, no, all Zululand, no more water - 
typical, somehow just the attitude is not right. 

At noon we come home, have time for food and siesta, before we leave shortly before four. 
First and foremost, we have to dismantle a solar panel in Mpila and take it to another camp. 
We climb the antenna where it is fixed, though the clouds contract and it flashes all the way 
until Kelsey realizes she has no wrench. She leaves us on the mountain and drives down to 
the camp to organize the potion so that we can do our work. 

Suddenly everything is in a hurry - in the evening a Lion callup and collaring will take place, 
now we have to find out where the lion is. We're going back and forth, Kelsey is heading for 
the bearing, finds triangulation points and can finally pinpoint where the lioness is with the 
transmitter. We pass the information on to the park management, but are a little disappointed 



that we volunteers are not allowed to be there. But when it starts to rain, the indignation sets 
in and we just enjoy being back in the camp, enjoying a fine meal outside and going to bed 
early. The rain is short-lived, for a breath of nature it is in no way enough. 

Thursday, November 12th 

Also this morning is early departure, 4.00 clock. Coffee and Rusks are packed, the 
destination today is the Centenary Center, where we have to get fresh drinking water. Today 
is my telemetry day. We start directly at the camp on the hill, but find hardly any signals. It 
continues, past white rhinos, many of which are simply on dry land, which looks very unusual 
- but the moisture for the mud bath is simply missing. Although the sky is overcast today, the 
temperatures are still so cool that we thick up, it hardly rains more than a few drops. For a 
long time we have been looking for another pack near the river that has not been seen for a 
long time. Unfortunately we do not find it, but we hear from a tour guide that he saw the five 
dogs alive. Our mission today is to spray the boma, where four wild dogs, which have always 
erupted, until they are moved to another park, against fleas, ticks and the like, which could 
plague or ill the dogs. We took water with us, packets of powder and chemical bottles were 
mixed in and sprayed sections of the fenced area. We also collect the eroded skeletons of 
the prey and stack them in a pile. The dogs marvel at us for a moment, then forgot 
themselves as quickly as possible in an undisturbed corner of their kingdom. 

  

It's nearly noon until we arrive at the Centenary Center, so there's a sort of brunch, sandwich 
and fries. But the toilet is closed, there is no water here. We will be sent to Masinda Camp, 
where we fill our five and ten liter canisters with Zama, the park's wild dog manager. 
However, the water does not really care for us, on the way back to the camp we make a stop 
in the small shop in Mpila and buy us all a five-liter bottle of water. Better to invest in this than 
to suffer from crooked stomachs. The evening ride is fun, because while Kelsey says that 
after an initial attempt to locate the dogs and lions, all the findable ones, the telemetry chief - 
we've introduced the job and seat rotation - are looking for the dogs should, while the 
Monitorin actually wants to search the newly marked lion. As the two discuss, I discover the 
whole pack of wild dogs running towards us. 



  

This time we do not have Alfie's pack, but the Bhehji pack and of course take pictures like 
wild ones, because of the eight boys there are no identification templates yet. The lions are 
close to signals, but they seem to be hiding in the riverbed. So we turn around and eat 
spaghetti with chakala vegetable sauce that Kelsey cooks for us. 

Friday, November 13th 

Anna thinks she heard an animal sneaking around at night - I slept the first time without 
interruption and the alarm clock caught me in deep sleep, I would like to have dreamed 
further. The phone with Manfred yesterday, although the tension after long days without us 
having heard of each other, solved, but also contain bad news. Cancer in close people and 
animals - enjoy every day, this motto gets even more food. 

The tale of a stalking animal gets new food in the darkness, because we hear noises. 
Cracking branches, grumbling drone. Oh, the creature we discover is not small. Probably 
three meters shoulder height and a long trunk. The elephant man eats comfortably in our 
camp, but blocks the exit road. Since the section manager does not want to drive him out of 
the camp with us, the giant animal decides to go to his garden. 

We finally leave after about forty minutes. We do not come far. It is Elephant's Day and a 
herd blocks the way for a long time. On the journey, a tour guide informs us that she saw a 
pack of dogs a few miles before. Kelsey would win a Formula 1 race there. But for that we 
can enjoy Alfie's pack again, the father with bloodied face and paws, playing the children. We 
also have a third pack signal that has not been seen for ages, but unfortunately they can not 
be found. Finally, we take a sack of dog dung, which is to be examined. 

We change at a camera trap, maybe fifty yards from the road, the batteries and the memory 
card and log. We approach a second trap, but it is in the middle of the lion's area, it smells of 
death, find some, and since we do not want to risk anything, we decide to bring it tomorrow. 
We would rather enjoy a cup of tea - the coffee is not today in the cool box - and the 
magnificent view over the bone-dry, but beautiful country. 



  

At about ten o'clock we are back, put all pictures of the packs on the laptop and enjoy free or 
laundry time. The rock is calling and I enjoy the view for a while before retiring to the room for 
a while. I mean, to hear the elephant, but there's Cath hanging up laundry. I'm going to turn 
my trousers, which are hanging on the leash behind the house, so that they can dry better, 
so I hear the sounds again. Unmistakable. Just behind the thin wooden fence, a few meters 
away, the giant reaps leaves and twigs and stuffs them in his mouth. A small white car is 
briefly touched with the trunk, then the giant comes through our gate and stands in our 
garden, while we gather under the roof, marvel and take pictures. After some cracking but he 
finds the way back out. Is it the water that attracts him to the car wash? Once again he goes 
there, also touches the car, quickly and trumpetend then pulls back to Andile. Unfortunately, 
Sporro is not here, he would certainly have expelled him! 

  

The afternoon exit is early and short. Dark clouds brew together, at the Sontuli picnic spot, 
lions have been seen in the riverbed and we drive there. Unfortunately, they moved on and 
we only see them from a great distance. The storm clouds begin to discharge, everywhere, 
all around, it begins to flash and thunder, then to rain. It's not the big rain, it's still coming, but 
we're going home. At the camp, our pet, who entertains us, is waiting for us - I just sit there 
for a long time and watch the giant, how he uproots a tree and pushes the aloes to the 
ground. He even decides to join us in our section, but does not do much harm. Patiently, he 
pushes arm-thick wood or root pieces into his mouth, chews and bites on them, turns them 
around in his mouth with his trunk, on which a piece of the bark is balanced at the same time, 
until the piece of wood is sufficiently chopped up and swallowed. It is a huge spectacle, the 
elephant goes through the huts of the workers, where he is shooed with stones throwing and 
leaves his fertilizer and destruction tracks in the camp village. 

 



Saturday, November 14th 

Our pet seems to have sneaked out of the camp, at the gate are the last legacy, a farewell. 
Not two hundred yards away is still a sweet revenge: a tree across the street blocks us. Back 
to the camp for sawing, we can fight our way through. Up on the hillside stands our elephant, 
he seems to laugh in the fist, when we whine about the spines that sting and scratch us, so 
that we all bleed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We drive in the direction of Cengeni, but hardly find anyone, finally we decide to drive to the 
cheetah, which is indicated in the sighting. There we stay for a long time and observe the 
mother with her boy, who have settled there. The mother seems to be limping and has to 
recover, but both have big bellies, which suggest that they have fed well.  

  

Upon arrival at the camp we are in for a surprise. The picket fence is trampled down, our 
elephant is back. Armed with hammers, we dispose of the ruins, eat brunch and siesta. 

We go hunting dogs. Sama has called that part of the Tshokwane pack can not be found and 
possibly outside the park. We are looking for Flash and its followers and actually find them 
after intensive scanning. 



  

Four males have dropped off and are now looking for connection with another pack. I'm sure 
I have soreness from handling the telemetry device tomorrow ... For dinner, there's rösti with 
bacon, she is loved hot. Our pet moves around the houses in the camp again, but we closed 
the gate thinking it was outside. 

Sunday, November 15, 2015 

At four-fifteen it starts today, the dogs are not too far away and the weather is cool and rainy. 
Erse surprise: the gate is open. Mr. Marvin Naughty, our house elephant, has probably gently 
opened it the way he had yesterday, with the trunk very delicately removed the cord that we 
used to replace the fence. Again we are looking for Flash and his comrades and find them on 
the track, on which Manfred and I saw wild dogs for the first time ever. But something is 
wrong: one of the dogs is outside the fence, the other three inside. 

  

They run along the park boundary but can not find an exit anywhere. The runaway, Breeze, 
has no desire to orient himself towards the park, the others would rather explore the wide 
world ... We alert Andile and he arrives after some waiting time with his men. After a brief 
discussion, the plan is: the dogs are hunted up, after the men have cut a hole in the fence, in 
the hope that Breeze turns back inside. 



  

In fact, this succeeds within a short time and the four dogs make themselves inside the park. 
Their desire to break out, but should be tamed only for a short time. Nevertheless, we are 
glad they did not meet the herd of goats, which we find a few hundred meters further along 
the fence. We travel a long way and again and again we reach the low-hanging clouds, from 
which it drizzles. We are packed in several layers, because it is very cool with the wind. We 
check out a pack of lions, but only two of them are visible from a distance before we return to 
the camp, almost noon. Household is announced, then there is time for the rock, where I 
discover a couple of hummingbirds who are eager nesting, as well as courtship puffbacks. 
Despite the gray weather there is even water for a warm shower, I like it here! 

The day is and remains gray in gray, cool and rainy, the ride is accordingly rather short and 
we do not see much. For dinner there are Älplermagronen, which is a lot to do but all tastes 
good. 

I am already sleeping under my mosquito net, which occasionally crashes in the middle of 
the night when Manfred calls. A nice goodnight greeting. 

Monday, November 16th 

Contrary to forecasts, the weather is still cold and drizzle soaks the others sitting in the back. 
I was less warmly dressed because I'm in the passenger seat, which was not a good idea - 
the windows must be down so we can see if we can find the dogs, but it's raining and very 
cold. We meet the dogs, but they are very, very far away. We also discover the lions, but 
behind bushes and from a great distance. So we return to camp soon and Kelsey and Anna 
drive to the city to replenish the supplies. We stay at home, twice in the sun on the rocks, but 
there is not much to discover here. I fill all the data of the sightings and localizations into the 
computer. An afternoon nap, the old pictures from the calendar, which we brought last year 
are cut out and beautify now the toilets. Finally, photos are sorted out and we try to sort the 
young dogs of Alfies and the Bheji pack by photos and sex. A very difficult task. 

Tuesday, November 17th 

The day is freshly washed, the stars are flashing and shining in the night sky, cloudless. 



  

We drive towards Cengeni Gate and enjoy the blue sky and the multicolored sunrise. This 
day promises a lot. We are looking for the dogs, on the way we meet a pack of lions lying 
about lazily. Up on the hills we get signal from our dogs and the message we read from it is 
bad. They have broken out and are already on the hills opposite. Zama will now take care of 
it outside, we will turn back, watch the lion retreating to deserted areas and look for other 
animals. 

  
Then we enjoy the tranquility in the camp, the sunshine and the view on the rock and rest. 

  

The afternoon starts early, Zama reports that the Wilderness Pack is also outside the park. 
Exciting to drive into this otherwise impassable terrain. The elephants, who are said to have 
hunted Marumo, have not set up a watch, unmolested we drive to the river, then down the 
steep riverbed, through the sand and up the other side of the cliff. The path then leads us 
around curves and up hills until we see the dogs running across the fence. 



  

We alert the Section Ranger, who comes in a short time, and the dogs are lured with 
loudspeakers and smacking, shouting dogs. Within the open gate lies a dead animal, on 
which they fall now - but unfortunately not all 19 dogs, but only eight. 

  

The prey animal is dragged further into the park, but still no other dogs cross the magical 
park boundary, on the contrary, one even jumps off, turns again against the gate and meets 
with the other outside. With the start of the call-up, the locks of the sky, from which it has 
flashed for some time and thunder opened and after a long sham the weather means 
serious. It's pouring out of buckets. Not only we get wet, the telemetry device gets water and 
gives up work. 

The gate is closed, a small part of the dogs are inside, but most of the pack still outside the 
park, dangerous for the environment and endangered by hunters. Late and tired, we reach 
the camp in the dark, have a snack and go to sleep. 

Wednesday, November 18, 2015 

As agreed, we drive to Mpila to pick up Zama. However, this does not apply and so we drive 
without him in turn on dog search in the wilderness. One and a half hours we have lost so, 
although we have left at four, we reach the Wilderness until about seven. We find the signal 
of the dogs and three men are sent to drive them back. They want to cut a hole in the fence 
and lure it in there. In search of further, more accurate beeps from the transmitter neck 
straps of the three dogs, we drive further and further along the fence, on high hills, the roof of 
Zululand. It's beautiful, the weather is back, but not cloudless, so it's dry. But we are 
absolutely not successful. No sighting of the dogs, no idea where they are. At most they have 
been driven back to the park by helicopter, but in the long run it will be a problem, because if 
they do they will do that again and again. So they will probably land in the Boma and no 



other park can need such a comprehensive pack. This is Zululand, not Disneyland. Will there 
ever be a happy ending for her? 

It's already around noon, when we come home, to take care of ourselves and go to our 
rooms. Everyone is tired, it was a long drive. 

In the evening, we take a ride to the Bhejie Pack, which hangs around our front door so to 
speak, after which it was hunted by a herd of buffalo. We wait and wait a long time, but finally 
we give in to the shouts of the elephants we hear and drive to the river bed. Two herds stand 
in the middle of the sandy, waterless streambed and frolic around there. We count and log 
them, then we drive back and wait again. Without luck and until dark. Because we have a 
short walk, we reach the camp early this morning. A fire is kindled on which soon thick, huge 
steaks left over from my donation, together with onions, butternut, corn on the cob and the 
appetizer, pita bread, are sizzling. Thanks to the warm temperatures we can, unlike the 
previous evening, eat outside and enjoy it at the small club table. 

Thursday, November 19th 

Of course we drive as every morning on the hill directly at the camp. The elephant has now 
also pushed down the fence at the water barrels, but the tank system is intact. We seek the 
beeps of all the dogs that could be reachable: Feather, Fire, Sapphire, Enenela, Madlala, 
Zeus, Dela, Flash. Names that now call a geographical map in the brain and belong to small, 
smart guys. 

On the plan this morning are Bhejie and Alfies Pack. But again, the Bhejies stay lazy and 
close to the road, but hidden by thick bushes lie. Kelsey gives us a little bit of her knowledge. 
The zoologist, who just completed the field guide course, shows us bushes and trees, birds 
and small animals, tracks and solutions. 

At six o'clock, Macros transmitter is active and we go in search. The sound leads us towards 
the shooting range, Kelsey gets the permission to drive there and we aim once more. I have 
cabin service today, sit in the passenger seat and search the area with the binoculars. In 
fact, I discover the twitching white tail tips of the dogs from a distance. We look for them in 
the trees and bushes, begin to locate them with the telemetry device, but again, my eyes are 
faster. Thanks to the circular Milans I discover them. Finally, we - Kelsey does not quite stick 
to the rules - approach the group. Seven young dogs, three males and two females have sat 
here on a game bag. 

  

The little ones are still playing with the remaining legs, the hooves indicate an impala. For a 
long time we observe the behavior of the pack, shoot photos to find out the identity and 
gender of all and to be able to work into the sheets. Then comes Zama's call for us to go 
back to the Okhuko Loop, three of the dogs that were outgrewed inside the park, we should 



confirm that with the signals. Unfortunately, we do not find signs of the dogs anywhere. So 
we go back to the camp, where the photos are downloaded to the computer, the feedback 
form must be filled in and so slowly start the cleanup. Tomorrow we are all day to control the 
dogs in Hluhluwe, on Saturday morning is already departure to St. Lucia, because it is the 
team weekend of WildlifeACT and our two weeks therefore a little shorter. 

I sat down again on the rocks, glad that the 
heat is not too great and the sky is only 
slightly cloudy. The wind is relatively strong 
and cool. It is wonderful to look into the 
treetops below, to watch birds and to look for 
animals in the river. Today, there are rhinos, a 
buffalo pecking on the board. Again and again 
I am amazed at how many different bird 
voices you can hear here. It is so peaceful, 
relaxed and relaxing!  

 

 

Friday, November 20 

Once again everything is different than planned. Instead of aiming at Hluhluwe, we drive to 
the hill at four o'clock, in the dark night with a quiet announcement of morning, to look for all 
the dogs, but to no avail. We drive quickly to the north, at my favorite place 27, the terminus 
for tourists past the river loop and into the wilderness. Further up we climb the hills, further 
into the mountains, until we find the dogs below us in a valley. Now we wait for the 
helicopter, for which we are a signpost. Zama and the pilot appear after some time in the sky, 
soon we realize that they see the dogs and drifting away.  

  

The helicopter lands with swirling sand fountains, then rises again. Time passes, but finally 
the heli lands above us. Are the dogs back in the park? Kelsey goes up to the pilot, but soon 
she has to drive the car away because another car wants to get through with black workers. 
They're going to open the gate, they say. We are confused. For a long time the gate was 
supposed to be open and the dogs were driven in ?! Kelsey comes up with news: the dogs 
are at the fence, but the wrong gate has been opened too far up the hill. Now the whole 
action can be started again, but first the helicopter has to be refueled. The communication 
seems to have gone completely wrong. 

We wait until we see the helicopter reappear in the now hot heat of the morning. We can not 
recognize anything from the dogs. The helicopter seems to be standing in the sky, but slowly 



moving towards the gate. We continue our 
journey and leave the gate, but finally Kelsey 
realizes that things are moving faster than 
she had feared and decides to wait above the 
gate. In fact, they are quick at the gate and 
run into the park, we count 24 animals, but 
Zama reports that the men hiding at the 
bottom of the gate saw 24 dogs. The pack is 
now, at least for the moment, back in the 
park.  

 

 

The helicopter flies one last loop, lets us applaud and disappears again in the direction of 
Masinda. We have almost two hours to go back in front of us, now we are glowing and drive 
through an almost animal-free distance back to the camp, where I sweat soaked first in the 
cool room rest. 

For today, no exit is on the program, clean up, packing and a final evening together here with 
a fire from the wood of the elephant destroyed fence are announced. 

Unfortunately, the rain makes us at least partially a dash through the bill: the fire is burning, 
the embers are wonderfully orange, but the grill good sausage, steak and pita bread must be 
saved from a welcome but too early shower. It also tastes good in the kitchen, but the heat 
here is almost unbearable and the mood is not the same. We sat outside a little and watch 
the approach of the thunderstorm until we retire. 

The storm is impressive. The cadence of lightning very high in the raven black night. The 
thunder crashes, the rain begins to pour. What a luck for humans and animals here in 



Zululand, the drought has taken in addition to 6000 cattle and several wildlife, including in 
another of the WIldlifeACT parks, Mkuze, where the gorsse "pan", the lake is dehydrating 
and the animals, in their search for water, get stuck in the marshy morass and die or become 
the prey of the lions. 

Saturday, November 21st 

I sleep well, wake up early and start packing and cleaning. A small breakfast, a last view 
from the rocks shows us that the river is running and flowing water. 

Nevertheless, we are very happy that we can do our last ride under the sunshine on the 
hump of the WildlifeACT car. Cozy we drive through the park to the gate, but see nothing 
special. Unless one calls the pretty small animals that we discover so. 

  

The rain seems to have completed the development of the one day fly, an ant species, but 
now they feel like flying out. The air is full of these flying objects, we watch them for a short 
while as they crawl out of the holes, cared for by thousands of worker ants. On Mpila we 
make a short stop for the toilet and groceries that a naughty monkey wants to use to grab 
something in the car. We manage to drive him out, but Kelsey comes with a packet of chips 
that he craves. He would like to tear her out of her hands, but she defends her successfully. 
He goes over the tree at our car and shows us his most colorful side. Once again shows that 
with these journeymen is not to be spared. For a good ending, Kelsey discovers a blue-
headed agame on a tree. 

  

Finally, we leave the park and can accelerate on the transit road. The 30 km to Mtubatuba 
pass quickly, there is much to see: people, goats, cows, a mine, settlements and much, 
much, horribly much, trash along the road. 



  

 

Once again, the Phumula Lodge is a shooting and fishing spot. We get on a shared taxi that 
brings us, ten volunteers from Tembe and iMfolozi, to St. Lucia. Most volunteers spend the 
night at Backpackers, but Annette and Cath are also privately housed in a lodge. 

I leave my luggage in the lodge, where the nice chubby black shows me my cabana, actually 
a attached small apartment, as well as the beautiful garden on the sea side, where I will 
definitely spend a lot of time. Since I'm still too early, I go to the city to shop and eat 
something. I meet other known and unknown faces of Wildlife Actors and soon we sit in a 
group of about twelve people at the table and talk eagerly about our experiences, joys and 
small disappointments. I'm selling one of Thea's little trinkets, half of whose proceeds go to 
WildlifeACT, and announce that they'll bring more tonight and tomorrow. 

Of the other two weeks in Somkhanda, a hilly little park, unfortunately no record is available 
because the computer has crashed. An equally exciting experience as always with 
WildlifeACT. 

 

 

 

 


